Let K be an arbitrary field. Let (qn) be a sequence of positive integers, and let there be given a family \f¥nm\n > m} of unital Kmonomorphisms *F"m. Tqm(K) -► Tq"(K) such that *¥np*¥pm = %im whenever m < n , where Tq" (K) is the if-algebra of all q" x q" upper triangular matrices over K. A triangular UHF (TUHF) K-algebra is any Kalgebra that is A'-isomorphic to an algebraic inductive limit of the form &~ = lim( Tq" (K) ; W"m ). The first result of the paper is that if the embeddings ^Vnm satisfy certain natural dimensionality conditions and if £? = lim (TPn(K) ; Onm) is an arbitrary TUHF if-algebra, then 5? is A-isomorphic to ^ , only if the supernatural number, N[{pn)], of (q") is less than or equal to the supernatural number, N[(p")], of (pn). Thus, if the embeddings i>"m also satisfy the above dimensionality conditions, then S? is À"-isomorphic to F , only if NliPn)] = N[(qn)] ■ The second result of the paper is a nontrivial "triangular" version of the fact that if p, q are positive integers, then there exists a unital A"-monomorphism <P: Mq{K) -> MP(K), only if q\p . The first result of the paper depends directly on the second result.
Introduction
Let K be a fixed but arbitrary field. In this paper we investigate a certain class of A.-algebras (i.e., algebras over K) called triangular UHF (TUHF) Kalgebras. The main result of our investigation is that for a broad family of TUHF A.-algebras, the supernatural number associated with these A.-algebras can be used to compare the isomorphism classes of these AT-algebras. The main results are stated in Theorem I and Lemma I. For historical remarks on the origins of the idea of a TUHF ÄT-algebra, see the remarks following Lemma I. In order to present the details of Theorem I and Lemma I, we need the following definitions. Definition 1.1. Let K be an arbitrary field. Let sf be a unital AT-algebra. A family of elements {e¡j\ I < i < j < h) in srf is said to be a triangular system of algebraic matrix units in srf if, for 1 < i < j < n , the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) eu ¿ 0 ;
(ii) {ea\l < i < n} is an orthogonal family of idempotents such that Y?i=\ eu = 1; (iii) for 1 < i < p < n and 1 < q < j < n we have eu, if p = q, 0 otherwise.
■ipegj -Ï Definition 1.2. Let (pn) be a sequence of positive integers, and let there be given a family {<P"OT|« > m} of unital AT-monomorphisms <P"m: TPm(K) -+ TPn(K) such that ^np^pm = Q>nm whenever m < p < n, where TPn(K) is the AT-algebra of all pn x p" upper triangular matrices over K . A triangular UHF (TUHF) K-algebra is any A-algebra that is AT-isomorphic to an algebraic inductive limit of the form !T = lim (TPn(K) ; ®nm). We are now ready to present a detailed statement of Theorem I and Lemma I.
Theorem I. Let A? and AT be TUHF K-algebras given by S*=lim (TPn(K) ; <DBM), ¿T = lim (Tg"(K) ; Vnm).
For each n, let {F¡p\l <i,j<qn) be the standard system of matrix units for TQn (K) . Assume that the following condition holds:
(i) For m < n, rank«P"w(4?")) = rank%m(^m)), 1 < i < j < qm, l<u<v<q m If <J>: A7 -<■ AT is a K-algebra isomorphism from A? onto AT, then N[(q") 
Moreover, for each n, let {E¡¡'\1 < i, j < p"} be the standard system of matrix units for TPn (K) . If the following condition also holds, then A? is Kisomorphic to AT, only if N[(p") 
(ii) For m < n rank<D"m(£,(;w)) = rank<S>nm(E{um)), l<i<j<pm, l<u<v<pm.
The conclusion of Theorem I is strong in the sense that the TUHF A-algebra A? is completely arbitrary; moreover, it is not assumed, a priori, that A7 or !T have "diagonals" of any sort. Some condition similar to the above dimensionality condition (i) seems necessary. To see this, let (p") and (q") be any two unbounded, increasing sequences of positive integers. For m < n , define License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma I. Let n,p,q be positive integers. Let {G¡j\l < i < j < p} be a triangular system of algebraic matrix units in M"(K). Let sé be the subalgebra of M"(K) generated by the G¡¡. Let {Fij\l < i < j < q} be a family of matrices in sé such that the following conditions hold: (i) {Fa\l < i < q} is an orthogonal family of idempotents such that £'=1 Fa = i;
(ii) for l<i<j<q, Fij = FuFijFjj ;
(iii) for 1 < i < j < q and 1 < r < s < q, rank(ir¡7) = rank(ÍYs) • Then q\p.
Theorem I can be derived from Lemma I in a few lines of simple reasoning. Thus, the bulk of the paper is devoted to the proof of Lemma I.
The proof of Lemma I has the virtue of being completely self-contained, and it is "elementary" in the sense that anyone with a knowledge of elementary matrix theory will be able to follow the proof.
Lemma I seems interesting in its own right-in fact, the author has used this lemma at a key point in [B2] . The lemma is a nontrivial "triangular" version of the fact that if p, q are positive integers, then there exists a unital A-monomorphism «3>: Mq(K) -> MP(K), only if q\p .
A natural question to ask is whether or not the converse of Theorem I holds: If two triangular UHF A'-algebras have the same supernatural number, then are the algebras necessarily AMsomorphic to each other? The answer is "No." To see this, let p, q be positive integers such that q\p and define d = p/q . Define mappings ppq , apq: Mq(K) -> MP(K) by ppq(x) = x ® ld , Opq(x) = ld®x, x e Mq(K). Note that ppq, apq map Tq(K) into TP(K). Now let (p" ) be an unbounded sequence of positive integers such that pm \p" whenever m < n. The refinement triangular UHF A'-algebra determined by the sequence (p") is the algebra ¿X = lim (TPn(K) ; lim pp"Pm), and the standard triangular UHF A-algebra determined by the sequence (p") is the algebra I = lim (TPn(K) ; oPriPm). The algebras 31, I satisfy all conditions of Theorem I, and these algebras have the same supernatural number, but 3? is not Kisomorphic to X. To prove this, define E e TPl (K) by E = diag( 1, 0, ... , 0), and let e be the canonical image of E in 3¿ . Then we have (1 -e)xe = 0 for all x e 31 . Now suppose that 31 is A-isomorphic to Z via <P: 3Î -> Z. Then, with / = <&(e), we have (1 -f)xf = 0 for all xgI.
But then / lies in 3 = \]3n, where 2¡n is the canonical image of DPn(K) in X. Here, DPn(K) is the A'-algebra of all pn x pn diagonal matrices over A . From this, it follows that / = 0 or 1 . But this contradicts the fact that / is nontrivial. Thus, 31 is not A-isomorphic to I. There exist certain classes of triangular UHF A-algebras such that, within any of these classes, Theorem I and its converse hold. This is the content of the following theorem, which is a straightforward consequence of Theorem I: For each pair of positive integers p, q such that q\p , let there correspond a unital A-monomorphism Qpq : Mq(K) -> MP(K) with the property that 8pr8r? = Qpq whenever q\r\p . Let (p") and (qn) be sequences of positive integers such that pm\Pn and qm\q" whenever m < n. Finally, let 3^ and AT be the TUHF A-algebras defined by 2> = lim (TP,(K) ; SPnPm), F = hm (Tq"(K) ; 9MJ . Then A? is A-isomorphic to J7" if, and only if N[(pn)] = N[(q")]. This the-orem is a generalized, purely algebraic extension of the main result in [Bl] . In particular, the theorem applies to the mappings ppq and opq , i.e., two refinement TUHF A'-algebras are A"-isomorphic if and only if they have the same supernatural number-ditto for standard TUHF A'-algebras.
Throughout the remainder of this paper, all algebras, monomorphisms, and isomorphisms will be assumed to be A'-algebras, A"-monomorphisms, and Kisomorphisms.
Historical remarks. In the 1990 paper [Bl] , the author introduced a concrete class of nonselfadjoint operator algebras which are currently called standard triangular UHF (TUHF) algebras. The main result in [Bl] is that two standard TUHF algebras are isometrically isomorphic if and only if they have the same supernatural number.
Standard triangular UHF algebras are special cases of what are called triangular UHF algebras. Triangular UHF algebras are defined as follows. Let sé = \]JAn be a UHF C*-algebra, where (JAn) is an increasing sequence of finite-dimensional C*-subalgebras of sé such that for each n, JAn contains the identity of sé and where ^#" is *-isomorphic to MPn for some positive integer pn . A unital Banach algebra 3~ ç sé is said to be a triangular UHF (TUHF) algebra if 9" = \}ATn, where (!Fn) is an increasing sequence of finitedimensional Banach subalgebras of sé such that for each n , ¿7~ is a Banach subalgebra of Jfn and the diagonal, AT¿ n^, of % is a maximal abelian selfadjoint subalgebra of Jfn . Standard TUHF algebras are those TUHF algebras such that the embedding of JAn into JAn+\ has the special form XH 1 (g>X.
In [B2] , the above definition of TUHF algebras is extended to the category of Banach algebras; these generalized TUHF algebras are called triangular UHF (TUHF) Banach algebras: A Banach algebra AT is said to be a triangular UHF (TUHF) Banach algebra if AT = (J3Ç,, where (3¡,) is an increasing sequence of finite-dimensional Banach subalgebras of AT such that each ^ is generated, as a Banach algebra, by a triangular system of matrix units {e¡"'\1 < i < j < p"} in y.
The idea of a TUHF A>algebra, where K is an arbitrary field, arose from the author's desire to convert the principal result in [B2] into a pure piece of algebra (to borrow a phrase used by Kaplansky [AAR] ). In fact, Theorem I is a purely algebraic version of the main result in [B2] ; and, as mentioned above, Theorem I can be used to derive a purely algebraic version of the main result in [Bl] .
We conclude our historical remarks by mentioning that the classification result in [Bl] has been extended by Peters, Poon, and Wagner in [PPW] and by Power in [PI, P2] . This paper is organized as follows. In §2 we prove Lemma I in §3 we present the short proof of Theorem I.
Proof of Lemma I
In this section we prove a series of lemmas which culminates in the proof of Lemma I. The first lemma of this section is indispensable in the proof of Lemma I. Lemma 2.1. Let n be a positive integer. Let A, X, Y be matrices in T"(K). Suppose that A = XA = AY. Then (1) rank(^) = rank(diag(X)^diag(T)). Proof. Let Xx = diag(X), Yx = diag(T), and Ax = AYX . We claim that Xx is injective on the range of Ax, i.e., rank(Xi^i) = rank(/ii). To prove this, let x e K" be such that XxAxx = 0. Then, because XAX = Ax, we have (2) (X -Xx)Axx = Axx. The matrix X -Xx is nilpotent, therefore there exists a smallest nonnegative integer m such that (X -Xx)mAxx = 0. We must have m = 0 ; for if m > 0, then, by (2), (X -Xx)m~xAxx = (X -Xx)mAxx = 0, which is a contradiction. It follows that Axx = 0. This proves the claim. Thus, rank^.^«) = rank(/i1). Now, because Y'A' = A', we may apply the same argument to the pair A', Y¡ ; thus, rank(^) = rank(yl') = rank(Y{A') = rank(^7. ), and hence rank(/i) = rank(Xx AYX). D
The next lemma states that if {E¡j\l < i < j < p}, E¡j e Mn^Hj(K), are the blocks of a triangular system of algebraic matrix units in Mn(K), where n = Y?i=\ ni > then we can "diagonalize", in a certain way, block row 1 of this system; and Lemma 2.3 states that for arbitrary 1 < i < p we can diagonalize, in a similar way, block row i of this system. Lemma 2.2. Let (nk)pk=l be a sequence of positive integers. For 1 < i < j < p, let 0 t¿ E¡j e Mni,nj(K). Assume that the following conditions hold:
(i) for l<i<p, EH= lni;
(ii) for 1 < i < k < j < p, EikEkj = Eu .
Then there exists invertible matrices Mx, ... , Mp and a sequence (dk)pk=l of positive integers such that for 1 < j < p, M¡ e Mnj(K) and nx=dx>d2>-->dp; nj>dj; M;xEXjMj=(1^ °j .
Proof. For p = 1, take Mx = 1", , dx = nx, then Ml~xExxMx = 1", . So the proof is trivial for p = 1 . Now suppose that the lemma is true for p > 1 . Let {Ejj\ 1 < i < j < p + 1} be a family of n, x n¡ matrices such that:
(iii) Ea= l"., l<i<p+l; (iv) EikEkj = Eij, 1 < i < k < j < p + 1. The family {E¡j\l < i < j < p) satisfies (i) and (ii); hence, by induction hypothesis, there exist invertible matrices /V, € Mn¡ (K), 1 < j < p, and a sequence (dj)pj=x of positive integers such that nx = dx > d2> • ■ ■ > dp; nj >dj;
(3) N-xEXjNj=^ °0), l<j<p.
Define Np+X = l"p+1 , and let F¡j, 1 < i < j < p + 1, be defined by Fjp+x = N-xEjp+x, 1 <;'</>+1; Fu = N-xEljNJ, l<i<j<p.
Then we have (v) Fu = I«, l<j<p+l; (vi) FikFkj =Fij, l<i<k<j<p+l.
Because Fpp+X is an np x np+x matrix and because dp < np, we can write (Î) Fpp+\ = (y), where X is a dp x np+x matrix. We then have (4) 0 * Flp+1 = FXpFpP+x = N-xEXpNp (*) = (*)
We conclude that I/O. A result from matrix algebra [BL, Theorem 10 .6] allows us to find a dpxdp matrix M and an np+x x np+x matrix N such that (5) M~xXN^d^ °) , dp+x=min{dp,np+x}.
Define M,■, 1 < i : < p + 1 , by
Note that the matrices M¡ are well defined, because, by (3), «, > dp for 1 < i < p . For 1 < j< p , we have
AT1
MriEljMj= r0 (6) 0 0, here, we have used the fact that, by (3), nx > d¡. By (4) and (5),
M-xEXp+xMp+x = (lf> ¡j).
Combining conditions (4)- (7), we see that for 1 < j < p + 1 m = dx > ■■■ > dp+x ; nj > d¡ ; M~iEXjMJ = ( qj q J • This completes the inductive step from p to p + 1 ; hence, the lemma is preved. D Lemma 2.3. Li?Z (n,)p=\ be a sequence of positive integers. Let {E¡j\l < i < j < p} be a family of nonzero matrices over K such that E¡j e Mn¡t" (K) and the Ejj satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 2.2. Let 1 < i < p be arbitrary. Then there exist invertible matrices Nj e Mnj(K), 1 < j < p, and a sequence of positive integers (mj)p=] such that for 1 < i < j < p, /z, = m, >mj>mJ+x>->mp; n¡ > m, ; N¡-lEuNj = ( ™' Q j .
Proof. For 1 < j < k < p -i + 1, define n'j and FJk ^ 0 by nj = ni+U-i) ' Fjk = Ei+(j_X) j+(k-X) ■ Now apply Lemma 2.2 to the sequence (rij)p~[+[ and the family {Fjk\ 1 < j < k < p -i + 1}. ü Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6 are technical lemmas whose proofs have been separated from the proof of Lemma I. Lemma 2.5, which is presented without proof, is a simple but useful result from matrix algebra. Lemma 2.4. Let («¿)f_. be a sequence of positive integers. Let {Eij\l <i<j< p} be a family of nonzero matrices over K such that E¡j e M"^nj(K). Assume that the following conditions hold:
(ii) EikEkj = Eij, 1 < i < k < j < p.
Define n = Yfi=\ n¡ ■ For 1 < i, j < p, let G¡¡ e T"(K) be the block upper Because /zr" ÍKiv" s" is the first nonzero block entry in block row ru , and because 1 < i < ru and sv < j < p are arbitrary, it follows from (xii) and (10) that by performing elementary row operations on L we can transform L into a matrix of the form L' = YA]<d<k n'dk^dk which has the property that h[u SvFru Sv is the first nonzero block entry in block row ru and the only nonzero block entry in block column sv , and L' = PL' = L'Q. Because L' is row equivalent to L, it follows from (xiii) that (11) rank(L') = rank(tf).
By ( Then rank(T) = i and rank(Z) = j.
Lemma 2.6. Let (n¡)p¡=i be a sequence of positive integers. Let {E¡j\l < i < j < p} be a family of nonzero matrices over K such that Ei} e M"j<n(K). Assume that the following conditions hold:
(i) Ea= ln,, l<i<p; (ii) EikEkj = Eu, I < i < k < j < p. Define n = ££ For 1 < i, j < p, let G¡j e T"(K) be the block upper We now have enough machinery to prove the main lemma of this section.
Proof of Lemma I. Let n, p, q be positive integers, and let {G¡j\l < i < j < p}, sé , and {F¡j\l < i < j < q} be as in the hypothesis of Lemma I. Lemma I is clearly true for p = 1, so we may assume that p > 1. For 1 < i < p, define G¡ = G" , «, = dim(G,). By simultaneously diagonalizing the family {Gji\l < i < p} , we may assume, without loss of generality, that each G¡ has the form G, = diag(0,...,0, 1",,0,...,0), where the matrix 1"; is the z'th block diagonal entry of G¿. Then there exists a family {H¡j\l < i < j < p} of matrices over K such that for 1 < i < j < p, H¡i e Mn¡,nj(K), and such that the following conditions hold:
(i) Hu'=lni, l<i<p;
(ii) HikHkJ = Hij, l<i<k<j<p; (iii) for 1 < i < j < p , Gij is the block upper triangular matrix in T"(K) such that for 1 < d, k < p, the d-k entry of G¡j is Ondxnk, if (d, k) ^ (i, j), and the i-j entry of G,; is H¡j. Conditions (i)-(iii) above allow us to apply Lemma 2.6 to ( 16), and we conclude that m, = m¡. Because 1 < i < j < q are arbitrary, we have that for some positive integer d, d = m¡ for 1 < i < q. Therefore, To prove this, it will suffice to show that for each m , there exists an n such that qm\pn ■ So fix m . For each n , let On be the canonical embedding of TPn (K) into 3* and let *¥" be the canonical embedding of Tqn(K) into ¿T. Then S" = \J3*"
and AT = \}AFn . We have fT -U^i^) > hence, there exists an n such that 3m Ç <&(3n). Because 3" = \J^k, there exists a k > m such that <P(^) Ç 3\ .
For 1 < i < j <qm, define /¡7 = ^"(J^"0).
For 1 < z < ; < p", define /zi7 = (D^^^;»)), ftj = ^'(Ay) G r"(A). Let ^ be the subalgebra of Mqk(K) generated by gl}, 1 < i < j < pn. Then we have f¡¡ e sé for 1 < i < j < qm . By assumption, we have ( 17) rankt/;,) = rank(/u"), 1 < i < j < qm, 1 < u < v < qm . 
